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Highlights
• Heyday awarded electrical and communications services contract for Western Sydney
International Airport passenger terminal
• Contract value over $100m
• David Hammond retiring from SCEE Board, continuing his executive role with Heyday
Southern Cross Electrical Engineering Limited (“SCEE Group”) is pleased to announce that its Sydney-based
subsidiary Heyday has been awarded by Multiplex Constructions Pty Ltd (“Multiplex”) the contract for the
design and construction of the electrical and communications services for the Western Sydney
International (Nancy-Bird Walton) Airport Terminal and Specialty Services.
The airport terminal will accommodate up to 10 million passengers per year and Heyday will design and
construct all electrical and communications works within the terminal precinct including the terminal
building, plaza, connections to the Metro rail station, bus station, car parks, roads, footpaths and external
ancillary buildings and services.
The scope comprises the high voltage infrastructure to the terminal, electrical infrastructure within the
terminal, and lighting, power, power monitoring and control systems and the communications network
infrastructure and cabling.
Terminal construction is due to begin later this year and the airport is on track to begin international and
domestic passenger services and air cargo operations in late 2026.
The value of the award is over $100m.
Commenting on the award, SCEE Group Managing Director Graeme Dunn said “Western Sydney
International (Nancy-Bird Walton) Airport is Australia’s most prestigious infrastructure project at this time
with over $5 billion committed to its development by the Australian Government. I am delighted that
Heyday has been awarded this contract for what will be one of the most advanced passenger terminals in
the world and which is testament to Heyday’s reputation in the construction industry in New South Wales.
This is also the largest initial award by contract value in the SCEE Group’s history.
We are looking forward immensely to working with Multiplex on this project with whom we have a track
record of delivering many successful developments over a period of many years.
The airport is the centrepiece of significant infrastructure developments in the Western Sydney region
which will in turn generate economic activity and local employment over many years on which Heyday is
set to capitalise.”
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Director retirement
David Hammond intends to retire as a Director of SCEE Group, effective on 5 November 2021.
David was one of the founders and vending shareholders of Heyday and joined the Board in 2017 on
completion of the acquisition by SCEE Group. David will continue unchanged in his ongoing executive role
managing the Heyday business.
Commenting on David Hammond’s retirement as a Director, SCEE Group Chairman Derek Parkin said “On
behalf of the Board I would like to thank David for his valuable contribution over the past four and a half
years, in particular the significant role he has played in growing and integrating the Heyday business since
its acquisition by SCEE Group. To be leaving the Board having just obtained the largest initial award in SCEE
Group’s history is a wonderful demonstration of David’s talents and abilities and knowing he will now be
concentrating his efforts on its successful delivery is very pleasing.”
Following this retirement the Board will revert to a majority of independent Non-Executive Directors.
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